Review to the film «Amelie» 
Can you look for happiness in the little things? I learned this from one gorgeous French film "Amelie." Do you think it's hard to enjoy every little thing? If yes, then you just didn't try. 
Amelie - is a romantic comedy in 2001. Its directed by Jean-Pierre Jeunet. Starring Audrey Tautou, Mathieu Kassovitz. The film was made in cooperation between France and Germany. But the atmosphere in the film soars exclusively French. The film tells us that all the little things in life, even minor, are interconnected. For example, as lonely girl's strange and unclear things, who lives fully in she's fantasies, can change the lives of others forever. Paint this lives in bright colors and give them great happiness. I think it is clear that this girl - is Amelie.  She looks pretty interesting and she has a magical view from which it is impossible to take your eyes. She now and then dream to and rejoices trifles as a small child . She has her a little joy, for example to run hand in a bag of beans .., break the crust of sugar a teaspoon ... and let the pancakes on the water Canal Saint-Martin. When I watched this film, I looked around and realized that everything that happens in the circle - this called "happiness." We just do not always think about it, and waiting for something incredible. But it's simple, you just need to look back and smile at what is around us.
If you want to see a romantic story of two electrical people, a light and airy story - then this film is for you. At the same time, you completely plunge into France. What could be more French, than a small french province? Only croissants with jam for breakfast in a cafe in this province.
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